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 When we think of an American identity it is very hard to describe due to bases on race and ethnic 
groups. The idea of an American identity is often blurred in a place where two identities try to establish an 
existence. It is not the existence of race and ethnicity but the existence of culture. Culture as viewed by 
many is having elements which can be disassembled and re-composed, that is to say that culture is a pro-
cess of living conditions not here a process of a condition that does not change. Culture is based on the 
ideas of context and those of traditions, ideas that have withstood the trails of time. While a political border 
can be clearly defined, the cultural conditions surrounding it are very complex and difficult to explore. The 
border its self here offers many premises of study some which includes the ideas of cultural exchange, 
economic exchange and integration of local communities on both sides of the border. Even though borders 
are very unique places, with very unique communities and difference both share common traits that are not 
fully expressed.  Even though there has always been a very integrated and woven blend of American and 
Mexican cultures, traditions, fashions, and live styles in many parts of the United States and Mexican bor-
ders, due to many polices associated with change and new thinking such integrations and woven mixture 
have been gradually reduced and in doing so many led to Architecture that does not express the qualities 
of border towns and the ideas for which they stand. One of the issues that one sees in the border regions of 
the United States and Mexican border are that the ideas of cultural integration are becoming less and less 
evident in the architecture itself. Even though a culture is hard to change the identify itself is something that 
can be influenced. In many border regions in both the United States and Mexico we can see the social con-
ditions that are present, from the informal communities to the built communities, but is it possible to blend 
both the informal and formal communities to create a unique identity that not only changes the culture but 




 The aim of this thesis is to create a zone or zones along the U.S.-Mexican border that refi nes the way 
the border is used and perceived today. Using current conditions and boundaries this thesis aims to blur 
the existing conditions by introducing a set of shared spaces that replaces the idea of border wall along the 
U.S.-Mexico border that then leads to boundaries that blurs the conditions and possibly creating an identity 





 The border between the United States and Mexico is one of the most dynamic and complex border 
in the world. As of today the border has the fastest population growth and urbanization, as well as political 
changes and economic changes. The border is a place where two very different systems meet and where an 
industrialized United States meets and developing Mexico. It is also a place where many issues meet and are 
forced to interact with each other, where interaction and integration meet. The border itself can be divided into 
east and west parts on both the Mexican side and United States side. In the eastern half of the U.S. side it 
mostly poor communities from Hispanic descent. The western side of the United States is wealthier and more 
Anglo in population and culture. Likewise in the Mexico there is also a divide but it not based on culture but 




 Illegal Immigration is one concern that both the United States and Mexico has to deal when trying to 
defi ne their identity. Illegal immigration has many implications to the social fabric of the two nations. For one 
it deals with the idea or national security and as well as independent states. But when a culture itself is on 
the forefront of such issues does that change the fact that it can be a negative problem as far as the illegal 
crossing of immigrants, and also a negative aspect because it then becomes a problem because it leads 
to decreases of a regions cultural identity. It is unclear if illegal immigration is an issue that deals with the 
equality of or a region. Not only has policy played a part in defi ned the border but also other topics like illegal 
drugs smuggling, local commerce, and border industrialization due to the economies. According to the cen-
ter for Us-Mexican Studies, just the mere fact of having polices that guide other polices and later guide them 
so some sort of power or enforcement it is not enough, there will always be an inadequate procedure




 The presence of the Hispanic culture and populations on both sides of the international boundary, are 
both stimulated by economic ties more than anything. The economic ties have encouraged strong social and 
cultural linkage but that by far is not enough to create an integrated border. Even though economic ties are 
present there still exist a large gap between the everyday life and the of an culture as a whole. There is still a 
since of false relationships, but to lack of interaction between both border. Although difficult to quantify, these 
social and cultural aspects of interdependency are nonetheless real and growing. The emergence of groups 
of the borderlands who participate in the informal communities help vibrant border culture that is family linked 
to Mexico and to the united states. These individuals, who are able to function in both cultures and participate 
in activity on sides of the border, in some ways represent the future of the border.
Self Portrait along the border by Frida Kahlo  
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Section 15
Image of the Border
 The border has by far had an image aspect to it take for example the region itself, most of the border 
is in one way or another a manifestation of cultures that have gone and past. But the idea of a culture that 
has disappeared has some interesting concepts about it. Even a culture has been replace by another is it 
possible to still create or in a way reassemble it into the present one.  The present day the border has been 
deluded of it culture due to polices that try to restrict a certain ethnics groups from invading an independent 
nation. The image of the majority of the border today is an image of national symbolizes rather that one of an 
integrated culture, yet dived by nations. The fence and border stations them self as address the immigration 
issue but by doing so it endangers the close tie to a culture that is shared by both sides. According to Rouse 
such process de localizes communities in international migration and but at the same time isolates issue like 
smuggling and drugs and crime from blending from one country to the other.  One question that is brought 
up is what makes the border the border Is it the image of two divide nations by polices, the image of deco-
ration and art, and historical culture present in both. One culture does not correspond to one society, rather, 
society is a web of relations and so, likewise, are cultures. A culture is not a timeless event but rather it is 
a fl ux and integration of the current issue that are found with it. In the case of border towns the issues are 
immigration, economic exchange, social interaction and a sense of community.
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Relevance of Th esis with Architecture Discourse
 Globalization challenges In Architecture By Ibrahim Mostafa Eldemery
This paper Eldemety describes how cities are laboratories of trail and error. Cities are becoming alike or at 
least faced with similar problems. He speaks of out how Arab countries are fl uctuating between the adoption 
of western models as a symbol of modernity and that of a traditional historical vernacular state of national 
pride. He also states that globalization has become a catch phrase in architecture a loss of identity.. Place 
identity is attracting increasing interest from both architects and planners, as well as in social-science re-
search. The phrase place identity conveys many different dimensions such as physical size, tangible versus 
symbolic, and known and experienced versus unknown or not experienced. Place also includes that which 
infl uences the meaning occupants give to it through personal, social, and cultural processes.
Hyper-border: The Contemporary U.S. – Mexico Border and its Future,By Fernando Romero
Fernando Romero in his book starts of by focusing on the many types of borders like those of North and South Korea, 
ethnic division between Israel and Palestinian, contrast demographic border between Spain and North Africa. Near the 
end of his book He begins to focus on the U.S.-Mexico border which a mixed reviews about positive and some are nega-
tive aspects. Th rough the book  Romero wants to show that the borders of the future should be integrated and equal.
 Steele, James. Architecture for People: The Complete Works of Hassan Fathy. London: Thames & 
Hud-son, 1997.
Hassan Fathy, who trained as an architect in Egypt and France, was approached by the Egyptian Department 
of Antiquities in the early 1940’s to design a new village in Upper Egypt. The village was intended to resettle 
the inhabitants of Gourna, a small community sited on top of the Royal Necropolis at Luxor, whose livelihood 
had come from excavating pharaonic antiquities and selling them on the black market. Rather than design 
the village using a limited number of prototypical dwelling units, Fathy insisted on designing each home sep-
arately, believing that people should be appreciated as individuals - and as such should have homes which 
refl ected their individuality.
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Hyper-connected Bi-National City, Fernando Romero
 
 The concept is rooted in the long history of places where frontiers meet, cities where cultures both 
clash and blend to create something altogether unique. Border cities are the fi rst integrated master plan for a 
bi-national city conducive to both sides of the border, employing tools of enterprise such as special econom-
ic zones to argue for its viability”
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     The Quartier Chablais Gare project design by Marc Rolinets
 
 The Quartier Chablais Gare project design by Marc Rolinet combine the cultural identities of French 
and Swiss alike into a mixed used facility by redesigning the district into distinct function that allows both 
city and countries to function as one. With retail and residential where the resident rediscovers the close 
knit cultural and social condition that make such city functional. The addition of communal spaces made in 
response to many conditions that required interaction among the inhabitants.
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San Diego-Tijuana Project, By Teddy Cruz
 The project designed by architect Teddy Cruz use the contextual vibrant social and architectural  
models of  the Mexican border towns. His research and inspiration for many designs falls from the topology  
of the inhabitants of the sister cities. This particular project focus on the residential developments of housing 
in complex spaces, by the use of matrix’s creating  communal spaces which are found to be common among 
Mexican informal towns. The redevelopment of this plan located in Tijuana,Mexico aims to create added 




Border Town Conditions over Time
Alienation 1560-1880
European competitions for the control of North 
America and the Caribbean,Louisianian territory, 
Texas Revolt, US-Mexican War of 1846 Hyper-con-
nected Bi-National City, Fernando
Coexistence 1880-1920
Less laws in regards/response to frontier between 
Us-Mexico,creation of railways from Mexico to United 
States, border cities begun to grow
Integration Present -Future
Stability and strong border identity, Border now 
seen as a social system by a possible aid of nodes 
as well as and new border bi-national zones blur-
ring the delirious boundary
Interdependence 1920-Present




Compare and Contrast Diagram
This diagram shows and illustrates how the United Sates and Mexico are very similar as it relates to  the over 








Border Town Conditions over Time
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Border Town Conditions over Time
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Border Town Conditions over Time
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San Diego - Tijuana
Pop. 1338,000 - 1301,000
San Diego and Tijuana region is the 
largest bi-national cities that are shared 
between the United States and Mexico. 
Both cities center maintain an average 
of 40 million people crossing the border 
each year. It is a land based border with 
heavy Urban Development with high 
densities.
Laredo - Nuevo Laredo
Pop. 244,700 - 373,00
The two Laredo as this region is 
known makes up to 47% of inter-
national trade between the US and 
Mexico and 36% of trade Between 
Mexico and US. The cities main 
focus rotates around commercial 
and industrial warehousing or both 
imports and exports.
El Paso - Cuidad Juarez
Pop. 672,500 - 1,500,000
Both cities make up the largest 
port of entry along the US-Mexi-
co border. As a major center for 
manufacturing, it has the largest 
concentration of Fortune 500 com-
panies and Maquiladoras. Even 
thou crime is extensive in Juarez, 
El Paso remains one of the safes 
city in the US.
Nogales - Nogales
Pop. 20,800 - 212,500
Nogales is the largest international 
border town between both Arizona 
and Sonora. It stretches from No-
gales to Tuscon to Phoenix as a 
corridor. Nogales playa key role in 
international trade into Arizona.
Section 2.8H




Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Possible Border City Selections
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Exploring Social and Economic Possibilities through Drawing and Model
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Initial  Master  Plans
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Master Plan Concepts Framed Together
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 When the idea for the thesis was framed here it started off  an idea of what the potential of the U.S.-Mexico could be certain zones where created along the border, zones that would be neither American nor Mexican, but rather a com-
bination of both. Th is idea was very utopia in thought and in vision but it later became something that was the opposite. Th e lack of further initial steps to understanding the Utopian principle made the thesis less interesting which something 
that one aims to further explore as the years go on. Th e aim of this thesis was to create a zone or zones along the border that would refi ne the way it was used and perceived. Even though one feels the thesis design is lacking the overall prin-
ciple of the thesis is very clearly expressed in the scope of this book. Th e border like many places on earth has man site conditions and aspects that defi nes a place, but for the thesis a site located next to a river was the idea place. Th is was the 
idea place because a river clearly defi ned the border and boundary. Th e over program of housing and a pedestrian bridge added to the place, but it was not enough to defi ne the statement of the thesis. It was in fact a good attempt to explore 
the though. Over the years to come the relationship between both governments in terms of policy are likely become strained, that is were it leaves this particular thesis a chance to grow and expand into something that would change the con-
ditions along the border for the better of the people who call it home.
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